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Foreword
Have we learned all the lessons of the recent recession, which hit so many
countries at different times after the banking crisis began in .2007'1 And
were all the policy reactions to it correct'l E ven in .2017 it would be a bold
man \.vho answered those questions \vith a confident "yes.,. This ,·olume
of essays focuses largely on the role of monetary policy. That is hardl y
surprising since it has been brought together by Tim Congdon, one of the
leading monetary economists in the UK. When I \YaS Ch a ncellor, and in
1992 set up a panel of economists to advise me, of course Tim was one of
the automatic choices precisely because of his longstanding expertise in
monetarv economics. The book has manv other distinguished contributors
and the fact that they do not agree on ali points adds to the importance of
the collection .
One of the key questions discussed is hO\V far the collapse of money
in the period leading up to and during the recession \Vas similar to what
happened in the USA in the Great Depression from 1929. Further, was
it. as Friedman believed of the earlier episode, a failure of official policy,
p~rticularly by the Federal ReserYe? Tim Congdon argues that parallels do
exist between the two episodes. In the recent recess ion. too, \\·bile bankers
and financial institutions were far from blameless in their greed and recklessnes s, nevertheless equal blame belongs to pol icy-makers_ particular!;·
central banks. Tim argues that the global recession of 2008-09 was caused
by the collapse in the rate of growth of the quantity of mone:·: he analyses
the data in the three jurisdictions of th e USA. the Eurozo ne and the UK
to make his point.
Another section of the book touches on different definitions of mon ey.
a controversv I remember \Yell from the debates about government policy
in the earlv 980s. Several of the contributions also concentrate on \\hat
Adam Rid,ley calls "the Ne\V Regulatory Wi sdom" , the call s for ever mo re
bank capital and increases in regulatory capital asset ratios to make the
banks "safe". It does seem extraordinary that policy-makers seemed so
insouciant about the apparent contradiction in pursuing policies that mu st
inevitablv shrink banks' balance sheets. while at the same time calling on
and exp~cting the banks to lend more. It seems clear that regulators' policies of this kind were instrumental in collapsing the growth of money and
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exacerbating the recess io n at a crucial poin t. T he impact on output was
severe. fn e\itably the names of l'vlilton Friedman and lVIavnard Kevnes are
much inrnked in these arguments. particularly in specuiation ab~ut how
Keynes might have interpreted the 2008- 09 recession. This is a theme on
which I ha\-e read Tim Congdon before. He has frequently emphasized the
importance that money had in Keynes's work, \\'here he made clear that
Keynes was a strong supporter of stimulatory monetary policy in recession
conditions_ Keynes advocated central bank purchases of assets to draw
down interest rates in a manner very similar to today's QE. In that respect
Friedman was closer to Keynes than some so-called modern Keynesians.
Not everyone will agree with the vie\VS expressed in this \-olume. Nor, as
Tim says, will the book settle every problem in quantity theory analysis.
Hmvever. in its rigour and questioning it is an invaluable contribution to
our attempts to understand what has happened.
Norman Lamont
The Right Honourable Lord Lam ont of Lerwick

Introduction: the quantity theory of
money - why another restatement
is needed, and why it n1atters to the
debates on the Great Recession
Tim Congdon
Were bankers the only culprits for the G reat Recession of late 2008 and
2009') Were governments and politicians responsible to some extent? And
did central banks and regulators make mistakes') Was the Great Recession,
which had many echoes back to the Great Depression of 1929-33_
attributable to the faults of free-market capitalism or blunders in public
policy? Indeed, do economies with a privately owned, profit-motivated
financial system have a systemic \veakness'.' D o they suffer - intrinsically
and inevitably - from extreme and unnecessary cyclical instability in
demand, output and employment'l Or \Vere both the Great Depression and
the Great Recession due to faulty public policies and misguided action by
the state?
These questions are some of the mos t contentious in contemporary
economic debate_ The purpose of the collection of essays in the current
volume is to throv> light on them both by identifying and analysing pos sible causes of the relatively recent Great Recession. and by comparing
the intellectual response to the Great Recession 11·ith that to the Great
D epression roughly 80 years earlier. The exercise is inherently problematic_ A range of causal influences might be probed, at different levels
of remoteness from the key e ents. For example, a valid and interesting approach would be to survey the macroeconomic ideas held by the
principal decision-takers, and the development of their beliefs from the
start of their careers. Such books as Ben Bernanke's The Courage 10 .~ u, /
Mer vyn King's The End of A lche111_1· and H ank Paulson's On rhe Brink do
indeed give insights int o the aetiology of the Great Recession. 1 Bu t they
have not settled the issue of vvhy so much, so quickly, 1vent 1nong in the
main Western economies in late 2008.
Inescapably, any approach has to be selective to some degree. The
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At the height of the Great Financial Crisis of 2008 and 2009 and in its
aftermath. mO\'ers and shakers in banking regulatory circles beat the
drums for .. recapitalization". Their theme was that, in order to avoid
future crises, banks must be made more resilient to shocks. Iviore specifically, banks should operate \Yi th higher ratios of capital to risk assets.
Govern men ts across the de,·eloped \cvorld therefore compelled banks to
raise fresh capital to "strengthen their balance sheets". If banks could not
raise more capital, they were told to shrink the risk assets on ·their books.
notably their loans to the pri\'ate sector. One way or another. banks were
mandated to increase their capital-asset ratios. Vinualh the entire international policy-making establishment jumped on the re;apitalization band1,·agon. In 2010 the world's central bankers, represented collective!\ bv
the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), handed down the Bas~! III
rules. These rules constituted an international - indeed. potentially globalregul ato ry framework thar, among other things. hiked the required ratio of
equity capital from 4 per cent to at least 7 per cent of banks' risk-weighted
assets. 1
Little thought was given to an established feature of financial S\ stems
with fiat money. As banks create most of the money used in a ~odern
economy, the imposition of higher capital-asset ratios would force banks
to shrink their risk assets and hence their deposit liabilities. Such deposits are the main form of money nowadays. A squeeze on the quantity of
money would therefore ensue.= In the middle of a slump this would be
deflationary and wholly inappropriate; it would undermine rather than
promote economic recovery. The squeeze on money would stifle the growth
in aggregate demand at exactly the time when demand needed a boost. As
can be seen from Table 7. I, \\'orries about inadequate money grO\vth were a
legitimate cause for concern. In the USA,, as ,;.;ell as in nearly all countries,
the growth rates of the quantity of money, broadly defined, and nominal
national inc ome are closely related over Ihe medium term.
In any event, banks did pare their balance sheets in compliance \Yith
J64

Over the 43-yea r period from the end of 1959 lo the end of 20 J _ the C N nominal GDP
increased by almost 17 times and its money stock broadly defined, by ~4 times, but the ra1io
of money ro GDP iacre-a.$ed by under a half or at an aYerage annual rare of trnder I.%.
Sources: Federal Reserve. Bureau of Economic A.na!\'sis and Shadow Gm·ernmem
Statistics. See p. 326 of Tit~ Congdon, .1./011e1· in a Fr.:; Socict,I' (1 ·ew '{ork: Encounter
Books, ~011) for more de tail on the p rl'paration of the table.

the Basel III rules, which were supposed to have been largely implem ented
by 2013. Further, this paring of balance-sheet size was associated \\·ith . at
best, stagnation in broad money of participating economies and miserable macroeconomic outcomes in the 2008- 12 peri od. The se results might
ha\'e persuaded regulatory officialdom to look to undo their blunder or.
at the least. to question the appropriateness of the recapitalization frenz~··
But that was not on the cards. On the contrary, in 2013 and 2014 centrai
bankers (at the BIS, the European Central Bank. the Bank of En gland .
the Federal Reserve, and so on) joined forces \\'ith an alphabet soup of
regulatory bodies, from Britain's Financial Conduct .-\.uthority (FCAJ
to the United States' Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC), and
from the G20's Financial Stability Board (FSBJ to the European Union 's
European Banking Authority (EBA). They all clamoured for yet another
round of hikes in bank capital. In November 2014 the Financial Stability
Board, working under the aegis of the BIS (and ultimately the G20 group
of nations), called for a further increase in capital-asset ratios at "globai
systemically important banks". 3 When fully adopted in 2019, banks would
need to have capital equal to 16 per cent of the total of outstanding loans.
derivative portfolios, and other risky assets. This figure is dramatically
higher than had been acceptable to regulators in the _Q years before 2008,
a period - as it deserves to be remembered - of stable macroeconomic
performance known as "the Great l\foderation". To this day (September
2016) the BIS continues to make noi ses about even further increases in
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required capital-asset ratio s, something to which banking associations in
Europe, Japan and Canada have finally made formal obj ections. ~

untmvard influence on the development of G20 policy in late 2008 and
subsequently.

I

II

\Vhv did regulatory officialdom in late 2014 want to saddle the global
banking system \Vith another round of capital requirement hikes, particularly when Europe had only just escaped a double-dip recession, and the
UK and US were mired in growth recessions? Why had they for some years
been pledged to go in this direction? Were they simply unaware of the devastating unintended consequences that would follow?
Let us recall the structure of bank balance sheets. Assets (cash, loans
and securities) must equal liabilities (deposits, equity capital and bonds,
all of which are owed to others - that is, to customers, shareholders
and bondholders). In most countries, the bulk of the banking system's
liabilities (roughly 90 per cent) are deposits. Since deposits can be used
to make payments, they are "money''. To increase their capital-asset
ratios. banks can either boost capital or shrink risk assets. If banks
shrink their assets, their deposit liabilities decline and money balances
are destroyed. The other way to increase a bank's capital-asset ratio is
by raising new capitaL but this too destroys money in the first instance.
When purcha ing newly issued bank equity, inve tors exchange funds
from bank accounts for new shares. This reduces the deposit liabilities
of the banking system and wipes out money. So, paradoxically, the drive
since 2008 to deleverage banks and to shrink their balance sheets, in the
name of making banks safer, destroyed mone; balances.' At a further
remove, ir hit company balance sheets and asset prices. Bank deleveraging therefore reduced aggregate demand , in the Keynesian sense, relative
to where it would have been without the official regulatory mandates for
higher capital- asset ratios. These patterns are clear in the USA , the UK
and other major economies where sharp discontinuities in bank credit
creation and money growth are evident from autumn 2008. 6 The notable
exception is China, where the authorities refused to join the recapitalization drive. The discussion in the next section focuses on the US by
utilizing the International Financial Statistics database maintained by
the International Monetary Fund. The third section reviews Britain's
response to its own problems, which came before other countries in the
form of the 2007 Northern Rock affair. These events in the UK went
some way towards establishing a precedent for the conduct of policy in
the US and elsewhere. Indeed, the UK punched abm·e its weight in the
G20 discussions during the crisis period. It had a disproportionate and

In all countries, the forces driving changes in the quantit; of money can
be identified from the credit counterpart arithmetic, which captures the
behaviour of items on both sides of banks' balance sheets. While the US's
own central bank and statistical agencies pay little attention to the credit
counterpart data in the analysis of monetary policy the US provides information to the IMF, which enables analysts to conduct credit counterpart
arithmetic and to appraise the relative strength of the forces behind monev
growth, a topic of considerable interest in the Great Recession period. .
In the five years to the third quarter of 2008, broad money, as defined
by the IMF, rose at a compound annual rate of 8.3 per cent, which is somewhat faster than nominal GDP. The rate of broad money gro\\'th also ha d
a tendency to accelerate in 2006 and 2007. Asset markets were generally
buoyant. The main driver of the grmvth of bank balance sheets (and hence
of broad money) was nev..· bank lending to the private sector. Such lending
rose by over $4500 billion in five years - also at a compound annual rate of
8.3 per cent (see Figure 7 .1). On the other hand, banks reduced their claims
5000
The dominant influence on the growth
of bank balance sheets and broad
money was new bank lending io the
private sector, which total led over
$4 ,500b. in the five years. The stock of
loans grew at a compound annual rate
of 8.3%.
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Data from Hv!F and author's calculations.

Figure 7.1

Influence on the gro1rth of broad money in the USA, in fi ve
years to Q3 2008 ( in S billions)
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The step jump in the equity-to-risk-assets ratio at the end
of 2008 is obvio us. (It was from 11.6% at 04 2008 to
14.1 % at 01 2009). The ratio continu ed to rise thereafter,
reach ing a local peak of 16.1 % in early 2014.

2

= sum of three influences to the left

Data from l\TF and author's calculations.

Figzm.> 7.2

!11fl11e11ces 011 the growth ot broad mone.i' in the [SA , in fire
rears lo Q3 2()13 fin S billions)
.

on the. US govemmem and the central bank during chi period. In the five
Y ar trom QJ '.:!00 . the pattern was to tal! difi"erent. ew lending to the
pri ate ector dropped from over $4500 biUion to just above $8~0 billion.
or by over 0 per ent (see Figure 7.2 . The con trast bet' een Figures 7.1
and ·. - - between the live years of vigorou growth in bank lending t0
Lhe pnvat ·ector to autumn _QQ8 and the fi ve year of sta!!Ilation in uch
lending thereafter - can be attributed to the exogenous sl~ock of riohrer
bank regulation .
~
~
0

The key consideration restraining the acqui ition of more claims on the
private ecwr. which were of course risky, was the tiahtenino of bank re!!Ul~cions, i_ ncluding officiall_.mandated recapitalizati;n. The ~esulting deflat1~nary rnfluence wa. particula rly severe in rhe quarters from la re _QQ8 to
mid-2012. But money growth wa maintained at a positive rate a banks
grew their laim on the Federal government and the Federal Reserve via
the accumulation of Trea ur bonds and bill and cash balance · at the
!'ed. This growth in bank claims on the public ector was a bv-product of
··quaatitati e ea ing" operation .- Without Q E mon ey growth would have

Figure 7. 3

R atio of equity to risk assets in CS hanking, 2003-15

been negligible., implying greater strain in company balance sheets and
lower asset prices than were actually observed. Almost certainly, the Great
Recession - which was bad enough - would have been \\·orse if the Fed had
not organized the QE exercises.
Is there another way of monitoring the contrast between these two
periods and identifying the timing of the change in the key influences on
bank balance sheet growth? It h as just been suggested that the turningpoint came in autumn 2008, with the recapitalization of the banking
system a nd the increase in capital-asset ratios. That ought to h ave caused,
first, a step jump in the ratio of banks' equity capital to their risk assets
(that is, to their claims on the private sector) as the new regulations came
into effect and, second, a continuing rise in that ratio over the ensuing
quarters. Figure 7.3 shows the series for that ratio, u sing the categories in
the IMF database. (The "equity" numbers in the calculation \\'ere taken
fro m a series called '"shares and other equity''. R isk assets ,,·ere measured
by " domestic claims", excluding claims on the federal government.)
The message of F igure 7.3 could hardly be clearer or more eloquent.
U S banks' capital position in the years running up to the Great Recession
was stable and in fact highly robust by historical standards. (See pp. 32- 7
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in Chapter 1 for further discussion.') The change in the equity-to-risk
assets ratio, at the end of 2008, was abrupt and out of line with previous
experience: it ''as due above all to a regulatory upheaval that v,·as unforeseen and unwanted by the banking irdustry.i The regulatory upheaval
was imposed by officialdom. If US banks' equity-to-risk assets ratio had
bei.:n the same in Q3 2013 as in Q3 2008, and the lewl of equity had been
the same as actually prevailed at Q3 2013, risk assets would have been
37 per cent - or about S5000 billion - higher. The tightening of bank regulation, and particularly the demands from the government and its agencies for more bank capital, were the dominant reasons for the pro-cyclical
credit crunch of 2009 and 2010, the torpor in bank credit in the follo wing
fe w years. and the plunge in the growth rate of the quantity of broad
rnonn· from pre-2009 rates.

III
\Ve return to the central question, ;;why was international financial officialdom so eager in late 2008 and indeed through 2009, 2010 and later. so
committed to raising banks' capital ratios?" There is more to this story
than meets the eyi.:. The starting point for the global bank capital obsession
is to be found in Britain and its infamous 2007 Northern Rock affair.' It
was this British fiasco , rather than the September 2008 Li.:hman Brothers
bankruptcy, thm was the true beginning of the Great Financial Crisis and
of the Great Recession which follo wed .
On 9 August 2007 the European wholi.:sale money markets froze up,
after B0:P Paribas announced that it \ms suspending withdrawals on three
of its money market funds.' 0 These funds were heavily invested in US subprime credit instruments, which had suddenly become difficult to trade
and to value. In thi.: preceding tvvo decades, many banks and financial
inti.:rmediaries. in a number of countries, had financed their assets by borro\\ing from wholesale sourci.:s rather than from retail branch networks.
1n the UK Northern Rock , which had once been a cautiousl y managed
building society in mutual ownership, was one of these organizations.: 1
The ready a\'ailability of funds from the\\ holesale markets, which could be
tapped by the issuance of securities, had facilitated Northern Rock's rapid
expansion from its denrntualization in 1997. Howe\·er. in summer 2007 it
did still have a significant branch network and hundreds of thousands of
retail depositors.
With the wholesale money markets closed to new business, Northern
Rock could not issue new securities or even roll over maturing debt. As
significant liabilities were coming up for redemption, it faced a serious
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challenge in funding its business. In the years leading up to August 2007,
Northern Rock had been consistently profitable, and had always had sufficient capital and liquidity to meet regulatory norms. However, by mid-2007.
it was highly leveraged (with assets that were over 60 times equity capital ),
and its inability to secure new \vholesale finance threatened the viability
of its business model. Unable to secure the short-term funding it needed.
Northern Rock informed its regulator (the Financial Si.:rvices Authority) of
its problems. Top FSA staff looked around for potential buyers of Northern
Rock. They soon found one in the shape of Lloyd's Bank. which had been
conservatively run in the credit boom of 2006 and early 2007. and was
regarded as having good assets and adequate capital. But even Lloyd·s Bank
relied on the inter-bank market for financing to some degree. Given that the
money market \Yas paralysed by a lack of confidenci.:, Lloyd's Bank's board
was not 100 per cent certain that it could obtain sufficient rerail deposits
or an inter-bank line to fund the combination of its e>:isting business and
the purchase of Northern Rock. For the deal to go ahead. Lloyd's needed a
standby loan facility which might have to be as large as f 45 billion . \;l,.ith the
money market closed, only the Bank of England could provide a facility of
this sort. (Of course, if the moni.:y market were to return to normality. the
Bank money might not be needed at all.)
By the end of the first week in September 2007, all of the FS A's senior
staff and Paul Tucker, the Bank's senior executive for markets, wanted
the Bank to proYide Lloyd's with a standby facility to enable its takeover
of Northern Rock . Although some haggling mer the cost of the facilit y
remained, everyone close to the negotiations wanti.:d to m·oid an intensification of the banking crisis. But there was an obstacle: the governor of the
Bank of England, Mervyn King. At a fraught meeting on the afternoon
of Sunday, 9 September. he said that the Bank would provide no help at
all. When Hector Sants, chief executive of the FSA. set out the ri.:asom
that such help was essential to pre-empt worse funding strains at Northern
Rock, King \Vas belligerent. To quote from han Fallon·s book Black Horse
Ride, "'No,' he said decisively and abruptly, ·I could not in any \:vay support
that. It is not our job to support commercial takeovers. I'm not prepared to
provide any liquidity on that basis'". i:
The next few days saw bad-tempi.:red exchanges bet\Yeen King and top
FSA and Bank staff. The antagonisms became bitter and personal. The
truth is that King-who had come from a rnodi.:st background in England's
unremarkable \Vest Midlands - loathed bankers and the City of London,
and always had. The crisis gave King an opportunity to translate the
loathing into action. Fallon quotes one banker as saying, ·'IVIervyn saw
his job as being to teach the banks and the markets a lesson" . 13 Somehow
or other, the tensions between the rnrious players could not bi.: kept quiet.
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The situation became so desperate th a t Northern Rock had to be provided
v1 it h an emergency loan facility Crom the Bank of Engla nd. \:Vith o ut th at,
it wo uld no lo nger ha\·e been able to pay cash o ver the counter to retai l
dep ositors lor to transfer mon ey to other banks via the o nline sen·ice at its
website. which crashed beca use it received too many ·'hits"). Hm\·ever, the
ann ouncement of the facility wa s bungled, with the BBC over-dramatizing
an d exaggerating Northern Rock's difficul ties. A mass ive run deYeloped.
so that t he Bank of England was obliged to lend Northern Rock tens of
bi llions o f po unds to pre serve the convertibilit) of bank deposits int o
notes. \Yhich is the touchstone of financial stability. Conditions became
cha o tic. with deposit wi thdrawal s provoked by a media hubbub that \\·a s
not prop o rtional to Northern Rock's potential losses. On 17 September
2007. the Chancellor o f the Exchequer, Alistair D a rling, decided to
announce a state guarantee on Northern Rock's deposits, which did indeed
bring the run to an end.
The underlvinS?. issue raised bv the Northern Rock affair \:1:as the elicribili ty of com~e;cial banking o;ganizations, which are profit-making (~r
at any rate profit-seeking), for loans from the central bank, which nowadays is almost everywhere state-owned. The traditional understanding in
the UK before 2007 had been that solvent banks, and certainly solvent
banks that had complit;d with regulations, could seek central bank help in
funding their businesses if normal market sources (such as the inter-bank
market) became unreliable. ; ~ Usually, they \.vould have to offer good collateral and the central bank would be expected to charge a penalty rate.
Des pite the pen alty. central bank fin a nce was intended to promote the
survival of any banks borrowing from it. 15 The larger aim was to protect
depositors. but that meant keeping a bank in business until a more longterm solution was found. The standard \Ocabulary in these cases - that the
cent ral ba nk finance was "lender-o f-last-resort lendinQ" or " emergency
liquidity assistance" - in no way implied that the centr;l bank shottld b~
indi fferent to the concerns of all stakeholders, including shareholders.
HoWe\·er. th at was not I\'lervyn King 's mindset. The truth is that he did
not \Yant the Ba nk of England to make any loans to commercial ba nks at
al l. His background was that of an academic economist, and he reQ.arded
the Bank's important ta sk as being to organize high-quality ec;nomic
res earch, and hence to inform and imprm·e monetary policy. He did not
th in k that a cen tral bank should be a "bank" \Yith an act ive balance sheet
an d consta nt interactions with co mmercial bank customers. AlthouS?.h in
practice the Ba nk of En£land wa s invo lved in two big last-resort-le;ding
epi so des during his gove1;1orship (Northern Rock in S~eptember 200 7, and
RBS and HBOS in October 2008 ). King did his da mnedest to keep loans
to co mme rcial banks off the Bank of England's balance sheet altogether.
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In e\·idence to the Treasury C o mmittee of the Hou se of C ommons on
11 September 2008. King maintained that it was not the central bank's
role to lend to commerci al banks on a long-term ba sis. In his \·iew, th at
was a job only for the private sector or ta.\payers acting via the go,·ernment. By the phrase ·' on a long-term basis", King understood a period o f
six months, taking his cue from a European Commission " decision" of ::December 2007. 16 (The British go\·ernrnen t asked the C ommi ssion for ils
view on whether its guarantee of Northern Rock dep osits was state aid.
since EU competiti on rules pre,·emed such aid being extended for more
than si.\ months. The Commission·s vie\\. was that a government guarantee
on deposits was state aid, although a loan from the central ba nk was no t. l
The implications of King's position are dangerous for banks and arguably for the entire financial system in a capitalist econom y. If a bank can1101
find alternative finance for its assets once a last-resort loan bas lasted six
months. that bank must either seek and find ne\\' money from th e pri,·ate
sector or be taken into state ownership. By extension, the state would be
entitled to seize the whole business with no compen sation to shareh olders, as it did both with Northern Rock on 17 March 2008, exactly si.\
months after Darling's announcement of the state guarantee, a nd a simil a r
organization, Bradford & Bingley plc. on 28 September 2008. In the weeks
after the Lehman bankruptcy, much of the British banking system was
in exactly the same position as Northern Rock had been in autumn 200!
and as Bradford & Bingley in 2008. They had had difficulty rolli ng mer
liabilities in the wholesale markets and might not have been able to fund
their businesses. Meanwhile, because of the line being taken by the Bank of
England under Mervyn King, they knew that any borrowings from it \\'ere
time-limited , and might prove suicidal for management s and shareh olders.
The only remaining private sector option was to raise ne\1 equity o r
bond capital, by the sale of securities to the long-term sa,•ings institution s.
Here was the connection between King's attitude to wards central bank
loans to commercial banks and officialdom's insistence on ext ra bank
capital as the solution to the crisis. Because in King's judgement cen tral
banks \Vere not to lend to commercial banks except for a fe\\' month s
and e\·en then on a frankl y unfriendly basis_ commerci al banks \\·o uld be
obliged to rai se more capital if they could n ot otherwi se finance th eir loan
portfolio s. By this reasoning, bank recapitalizati o n 11·as a pri orit y- indeed.
an absolute priority- in the fraught circumstances of late 2008 .
The Labour government in power d uring the cri sis peri od, \\·ith Gord o n
Brown as Prime Minister and Alistair Darling as Chancellor. did have oth er
sources of advice. 1- Neverthel ess, as governor of the Bank of Engla nd,
King was in an immensely powerful and influential po sition. It seems that
his point of view managed to sway Brown. although p os sibly not Darling
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the same degree. 15 At the G20 meetings in late 2008, Brown was fully
committed to bank recapitalization as the right answer to the crisis. In the
prologue to his book, Bevond the Crash, he recalled his reading of official
papers in a flight back from \Vashington on 26 September 2008. He was
'·fo r the first time" fully apprised of the capital positions and prospective losses of Britain's banks. He judged that "doing nothing was not an
option" and that "only one possible course of action remained". He almost
glorified the moment when he underlined twice "Recapitalize NOW". 19
Although Brown did not like King on a personal basis, he had plainly
absorbed King's message. 20 Both men deemed loans from the Bank of
England to the UK's commercial banks as a form of "taxpayers' money",
and both were suspicious of banks and bankers. If extra capital \Vas the
correct response to banks' funding strains, and if the stock market was not
prepared to buy newly issued securities from the banks, any large-scale official intervention had to take the form of capital injections from the state.
If current managements and shareholders opposed such injections on the
grounds that the new money diluted their interests, the British goyernment
could - and in fact did - threaten nationalization wi thout compensation."
As Marcus Agius, Chairman of Barclays, told his shareholders, the banks
faced "an existential threat" .''
In short. Gordon Brown decided to indulge in a sophisticated form
of bank-bashing. Perhaps surprisingly, he managed to attract many likeminded souls on the international financial scene. Indeed, Brown became
the leader of the bank bashers. Hardly anyone among the politicians, regulators and central bankers in the peak supranational organizations (.the
BIS, the r:tvlF and so on) offered a word of dissent as the British argument
for bank recapitalization was introduced and de\·eloped at the G20 meetings in late 2008. As noted in Chapter 1 (seep. 3 I above) , Paul Krugman
appla uded the UK appro ach, which he attributed to Brown and Darling.
To q11ote from his 12 October 2008 column in the Ne11' York Times, "\.ve do
knO\\ • .. that l\fr Brown and Alistair Darling ... have defined the character of the \\·orldwide rescue effort, \\·ith other \Yealthy nations playing
catch-up".'"
to

IV
In the last fe\Y years, a consensus for higher bank capital ratios has been
established. It is shared at the highest political leYel. in in ternational
financial circles and amo ng most of the respected academics working in
this fie ld. In ::013, Anal Admati and Martin HelhYig brought out a new
book. The Bankers' ,\iew C!orhes: What's H,.rong 11·irh Banking and What
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to Do About It, \\-hich advocated substantial increases in capita! ratios over
and above the figures mandated under Basel III. It was praised b) Nobel
laureate Roger Myerson, \.Vho described it as being "worthy of such global
attention as Keynes' General Theory".24 But is it necessarily true that banks
with more capital are safer and stronger, and hence more resilient in coping
with cyclical shocks? Lehman Brothers, which \.Vas incidentally not a cornmercial bank subject to supervision by the Federal Reserve, had a capital
cushion that comfortably exceeded the regulatory minimum just before it
collapsed into bankruptcy. (For the distinction betvieen commercial and
inYestment banks, see p. 32 above in Chapter 1.) Unless regulators are so
intrusive as to undermine the autonomy of bank management altogether,
there is always a risk that banks acquire assets of such low quality that high
capital buffers fail to protect depositors.
Unhappily, as Figures 7.1 and 7.2 demonstrate, the reaction of most
banks to the regulatory frenzy since 2009 has been to run scared. Thev
have restricted claims on the private sector and expanded low-risk holdings
of cash reserves and government securities. (Under the Basel III rules, cash
and government securities require no capital backing as they are deemed
to be "risk-free".) The new difficulties in raising finance from the banking
industry that companies face may hamper growth and innovation, as
even the IMF and the OECD sometimes acknowledge on the quiet. Since
bank credit lines are a key source of working capital for some businesses notably those which trade products, commodities and securities - the
restriction on credit has acted like a supply constraint on the economy.
For all the talk about the looseness of the Fed's monetary policy in the QE
era, the inconvenient truth is that overall broad money growth in the US
remained rather subdued even into 2014 and 2015.
By enforcing extra bank capital requirements in the middle of an economic downturn (that is, in late 2008 and 2009), central banks and the
main regulatory agencies aggravated the cyclical weakness in demand . For
a few quarters the resulting depression in asset prices made some banks
even less safe, illustrating the warning by Irving Fisher in his 1933 paper
on 'The debt-deflation theory of great depressions'. As Fisher noted, a
paradox might be at work. Borrowers repay bank debt. but in the process
they destroy money balances and undermine the value of stocks and
shares, and houses and land. That increases the real burden of the remaining debt. In his words, '·the mass effort to get out of debt sinks us more
deeply into debt.": 5
Sure enough, it is no\V (September 2016) some years since the worst of
the crisis, asset prices have recovered, an d American banks hm·e staned
once more to expand their lending. Ho\vever, the economy is not firing
on all cylinders. Banks today are not providing the same full range of
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loan facilities as before 2008, while the co t w non-banks of hedging risk
(through arranging option s a nd derivati es \Yith banks} is higher than
before. Arguabl y, the increase in capital-asset ratios in the financial sector
constitutes a strucrura! impediment to the supply side of the American
economy.
Bank capital ratios that are too high have damaged the American
economy on both a cyclical and a structural basis. The solution? Every
hank shareholder has a strong intere t in en uring that managements
do not take on too much risk relative to the capital entrusted to them. It
cannot be emphasized too strongly that the stable macroeconomic performance of the Great .tvioderation (in the 20 or so year to 2007) occurred
\\'hile banks operated 1Yith much lower capital-asset ratios than now
prevail. The solution is to scale back untimely and excessive bank capital
requ irements, and restore market discipline on banks and other financial
businesses. Let banks spend more time managing risks and less time managing regulators and politicians.
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